MAKE A DISTINCT ARCHITECTURAL IMPACT WITH THIN BRICK

Create and capture aesthetic beauty for any structure with Endicott thin brick. Choose from a variety of beautiful color options—including authentic ironspots—to intensify design impact. Ideally suited to year-round commercial, residential and remodeling applications, Endicott thin brick is the choice for precast, tilt-up, pre-fabricated wall, and job applied projects.
SunTrust Park
Color: Burgundy Sands No Black, Medium Ironspot #46, Dark Ironspot
Texture: Square Edge No Texture, Velour
Size: Modular
Location: Atlanta, GA
To enhance in-place installation, Endicott thin brick feature a keyback design, which provides a mechanical lock into the concrete for maximum durability and permanence.

It also provides advantages of increased shear values and pull-out strengths.
SWFA Outdoors
Color: Desert Ironspot Dark, Executive Ironspot, Golden Buff, Manganese Ironspot, Coppertone
Texture: Smooth, Velour
Size: Modular
Location: Midlothian, TX
THIN BRICK COLORS

Ivory Blend

Golden Buff

Light Grey Blend

Grey Blend

Light Sandstone

Dark Sandstone

Buff Blend

Rose Blend
THIN BRICK  JEFFERSON SERIES

Rushmore

Continental

Monticello

Liberty

Patriot
THIN BRICK APPLICATIONS

Below, you’ll see some of the more common application processes for thin brick.

**PANEL SYSTEM**
Pre-Fabricated or On-Site Panelization

- ½" Thin Brick
- Grout Joint with Latex Admix
- Latex Thin Set Mortar
- Waterproof Membrane
- Steel Stud

**METAL PANEL WALL SYSTEM**
Pre-Fabricated or On-Site Panelization

- ½" Thin Brick
- Grout Joint with Latex Admix
- Metal Wall Panel
- Water-Resistant Barrier
- Drainage Mat

**THIN BED SYSTEM WITH LEVELING COAT**
Job Applied Over Pre-Cast or Poured in Place Concrete

- ½" Thin Brick
- Leveling Coat with Latex Admix
- Grout Joint with Latex Admix
- Latex Thin Set Mortar

**THIN BRICK SYSTEM**
Embedded in Precast Concrete

- ½" Thin Brick
- Keyback Thin Brick
- Pre-Cast or Poured Concrete

**MORTAR BED SYSTEM**
Pre-Fabricated or On-Site Panelization

- ½" Thin Brick
- Grout Joint with Latex Admix
- Latex Thin Set Mortar
- Scratch and Leveling Coat with Latex Admix
- 15 # Builder’s Felt

- 3.4 # Galvanized Diamond Wire Mesh
- Insulation
- Metal Stud
- Exterior Grade Gypsum Wallboard

**MORTAR BED SYSTEM**
Concrete Block Infill Wall or Existing Masonry

- ½" Thin Brick
- Grout Joint with Latex Admix
- Latex Thin Set Mortar
- Scratch and Leveling Coat with Latex Admix
- 15 # Builder’s Felt

- 3.4 # Galvanized Diamond Wire Mesh
- Concrete Block

15 # Builder’s Felt
14th St. Hoboken Viaduct
Color: Desert Ironspot Dark, Desert Ironspot Light, Golden Buff, Medium Ironspot #77
Texture: Smooth, Velour
Size: Modular
Location: Hoboken, NJ
TEXTURES

Smooth

Velour

Matt
Vertical Score

Artisan

Danish Hand Mould
TEXTURES

Heritage

Square Edge No Texture
**SIZES**

- Roman
- Modular
- Danish Hand Mould
- Norman
- 2-1/4" Meridian
- Kingsize
- Closure
- Utility
- 3-5/8" Meridian
- Triple
- BC1-5/8" 48
- BC2-1/4" 48
- Meridian
- Kingsize Closure Utility
- Modular Danish Hand Mould
- Roman Modular Danish Hand Mould
- Edge Cap A
- Edge Cap B
- Edge Cap C
- Edge Cap D
- Edge Cap E
- Edge Cap F
- Edge Cap G
- Edge Cap H
- Edge Cap Corners Left and Right

**Note:**
Edge Cap—Three Sided L/R dimensions are the same as the Edge Caps shown.
Lucas Oil Stadium
Color: Medium Ironspot #77
Texture: Velour
Size: Utility
Location: Indianapolis, IN

TCF Bank Stadium
Color: Medium Ironspot #77, Sienna Ironspot
Texture: Velour
Size: Closure, Utility
Location: Minneapolis, MN

Prudential Center “New Jersey Devils”
Color: Manganese Ironspot, Red Blend
Texture: Velour
Size: Modular
Location: Newark, NJ
Sanford USD Medical Center
Color: Desert Ironspot Light, Desert Ironspot Dark, Coppertone, Golden Buff
Texture: Velour
Size: Modular
Location: Sioux Falls, SD
The Villages Charter High School
Color: Autumn Sands
Texture: Heritage
Size: Modular
Location: The Villages, FL
In 1920, rich mineral deposits were discovered in Jefferson County, Nebraska. These rich minerals help give Endicott thin brick their unmatched color and sheen. Across North America, Endicott's collection of face brick, thin brick, pavers, tile and special shapes are setting the solid world in motion.

For other literature, samples and the name of your nearest distributor, contact Endicott today.

Endicott Thin Brick & Tile, LLC
P.O. Box 645
Fairbury, Nebraska USA 68352
402-729-3323 FAX: 402-729-5804
endicott.com

The Uncommon
Color: Copper Canyon, Medium Ironspot #77, Manganese Ironspot, Dark Ironspot, Sienna Ironspot
Texture: Smooth, Velour
Size: Utility, Shapes
Location: Charlottesville, VA